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ABSTRACT
To!determine if Rasc'h Model procedures have any ,

utility for equating pre - existing tests, data from the equating phase
of the Anchor Test Study (ATS,) were,reanalyzed. "Thfs, management
report' summarizes the work completed in the project, dessribes the
differences in this project'and that of the ATS, and presents
recommendations and 'conclusions tp the U.S. Office of Education. The
tests involved included seven reading test batteries, .each having one
to tithree levels and t%o'forms,. and ea'ch having a vocabulary and
comprehension subtest. There were'28 fqm-level Combinations
possible Therefore, the c ncern was the simultaneous equating of 28
tests Yet each of vocabular comprehension, and total score's. TOe
obvious- 'fferente between this project and tle ATS is that thie.
projec used Rasch Model test calibrations 'and equating methods while
the ATS used a variety of equipercentiie and linear model methodS.
(1,,fher important differences ar outlined. Finally, some conclusions
and recommendations relative to any future equating effort that might
be undertaken are made.'Topics discussed include technical issues as
crell as design and cost considerations. (RC)
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The purpose.of the pyoject was to determine if Rasch Model
, .

procedures have any utility for equating preexisting tests.

Specifically, we reanalyzedothe data from' the equating phase of°the

Anchor Test Study.

Thepurpose of this management repor,t\is to summarize the work

completed in the project, to des'cribe the differences in our work'

, -

and that of Educational_Testtng Service in t'he Anchor-Test Project,

, . N. ,
and to present our recommendations and conclusions to tote

1

.

e:U. S.

Office of Education.

Summary of Rasch Project

Data Organization

Tests involved included seven reading test batterist, each

having 'from on to three levels and two forms, and each having a

vocabulary and comPrehension subtest. 'There were 28 formlevel 1-

i:

combinations.podsible. Therefore, weswere.concerned with the

simultaneous equating of 28 tests for each of vocabulary, comprehension,
-

and total ,scores..

We equated without regard to grade level of subjects, i.e., data

from children who took a particular test were not subdivided by

1
grade level when these children were membeis of more than one grade.

Theoretical Orientation 0

We'reviewed both Rasch 'theory and equating prOcedures literature.

3
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The following general principles evolvedfrom this-review.

1. In situations in which two tests reasonably conform"to Basch
4

Model conditions and these. two tests are administered to a'single group'

ti

of subjects; then equating.simplifies to the determination of a single

additive constant:
w

-

. V

2. The stabilityso)f equating depends entirely on t1e stability-
,

of the raw score to.ability'score calibration; therefore, the observation

of reasonably tabie calibration, implies equating stability.

3. Equated raw scores can be defined as stores corresponding to .

the same ability level, a definition that is anaj.ogous to equipercentile

and linear model definitions.

Equating Errors

We developed equations for estimating standard errors of equating

constants and also estimated these values directly fromistudies or
. .

calibration stability. *We conclude that the major source of eri1or is

the usual measurement error. The error in the equating constants, is

trivial. {There is an error involved in assigning raw scores to

aquivalent raw scores that can be avoided by using reference scales

instead of raw score equating. The. fourth possible error source is

due to calibration instability which can be studied prior to .undertaking

equating studies,.

Data-Model Conformity

Problems of.assessing "model-data fit" were discussed. The most

reasonable recommendation is that "fit" be determined by the degree

to which specific objectivity is observed. That is, If various

4
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samples 'yield similar results, then invariance, with regard to samples

is preseqt, which, in turn., implies adequate fit for equating purposes.

. Such studies were conducted by comparing multiple raridom'saMples.

of size 500, 1000, 2000,.and 4000; by comparing results of calibrations
0

over.all occurences of a test in the sampling design; by studying the.

\
diffsrences'-in calibrations for racial and intelligence level subsamples

for all tests; and by additionally studying STEP calibrations far

subsamples divided by sex, grade; school system size, and school

percentage of welfare families:

Our general conclusion from these studies was that results were .

adequately stable to support the use of the Rasch Model in equating

these tests.

Methodology of Multiple Test Equating

Our procedures for developing equating ;constants and their
0

standard errors were presented in detail. The specific methodology

. is easily modified, for other possible,saMpling designs.

Methodology was also presented for using reference scales and

for using. user-developed new tests composed of any items on any of

[qhe tests include in our analyses.

Equating Tables

- We present equating tables for both vocabulary and comprehension

that allow a user to determine for a particular primary test form

an eAuated score corresponding to any raw scoreoobtained on any of

the other 13 primary forms or on the appropriate secondary (patallel)

5
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Due to the importance of assignment error, we present all

possible assignment errors. Moreover, we attempt to solve the

--problem of assignment error
4
by recommending, and providing a reference

scale (oux National Refdrence Scale) for interpretting all Obt'ained

test scores on a common scale.

Test Calibration Data

For each of the 28Rtests separately for vocabulary, comprehension,

- and total scores we present for each possible raw score the percentage

of children earning that score, the score's corresponcling ability

estiMate Junadjusted), the'standard error of.measurement for that

ability, our National Reference Scale score, and the NRS scone standard

error. Also presented is the total test Kuder-Richardson formula 20

reliability estimate and the test's

-Item Analysis Data

equating

For each item of each of the 28 tests,

comprehension, and total scores, we present

constant.

separately for vocabulary\

the following item data:

difficulty (percentage corect), log easiness estimate, the corresponding.

standaid error of the easiness estimate, the point-biserial of the item

with ability estimates, the item characteristic curve slope, and an

item mean square fit index.

We present for each of the 28 tests -far each vocabulary,

comprehension, and total scores summary data on all of the various.

item indexes. The summaries include frequency dfstributins, means,

standard deviations, skewness indexes, kurtosis indexes, medians,

and semi-interquartile ranges.
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in addiaoft, thl relationship of these difficulties, easinesses,

point-biserialg, and Slopes to the.item mean square fit indexes is-

displayed graphically ffor'all tests.

3
Rasch Project - Ar3g1242,t.Tesiprojest Differences

.

o

The major objective of our project Was:-'to.,re-equate'Anchon Test , .

;

, ..% ,
Project data using techniques.of Rasch Theory. Thus, the obvious

difference in our work'is.that weused Rasch Model test calibrations
. .

and equating methods while the Anchor Test Project used a variety

of equipercentile and linear model.methods. However, there we

other import ant methodological and output differences which will

be outlined here. 4
. 11-

Eqpat.inrRaw Scores

Results from the Anchor Test Project were Basel on data divided

by grade level. Thus, they developed equating on somewhat different

.data than we used, as we kept together all data on a specific test.

They present equating tables separately for each grade and include

.

kft each fable only the seven tests considered by test publishers as

appropriate for that grade. Our tables allow a user to Administer

out, -of -grade -level tests'and equate the obtained score to an appropriate'

in-level test.

,Moreover, the Anchor Test Project did not provide tables for

equating prima1ry to secondary forms. Our tables allow for the

conversion of secondary forms into primary forms.

Reference. Scales

The Anchor Test Project tables provide no way to avoid assignment
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errors or to.equafe scores across test levels. .Our National Refdrence

Scale solves both of these problems. With it, any of the 28 tests'

can be given to any child and the resulting scorecan be interpreted

ffee of assignment error.

Specifically, the MRS allows considerable opporttinity to evaluate

reading programs that involve growth over reading levels. Thus, data
0/e

over a several year period can be evaluated on a common metric, allowing
1

the opportunity for growth/to be revealed. Such scaling is a necessary

prerequisite to assessing growth without resorting to grade, equivalent

scores and thef'accopanyIng technical ydaknesses.

would be extremely valuable to obtain data for extending the

MRS downward to reading readiness levels and upward to junior high

school levels. Moreover, the freedom to use arly of 28 tests as

essentially Parallel forms of each other can be.quite valuable in the

evaluation of programs requiring'periodic assessm

Comparlsons.o? Tables

Direct comparisons of equating tables of the two projects was

presented for selected test pairs using subsamples of subjects who

were administered both tests in each test pair in the same order of

testing. For each raw score on the base test three equated scores

,.were obtained: the recommended Anchor Test Project'value, the

recommended Rasch Project value, and a subgroup conditional mean.

The reader can scan the tables to determine how similar'the ,various

results are. Several such tables are presented which differ in

regard to model-data fit and grade level. In general, tables are

. E3
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quite similar. ,Ottert both projetts yield the same equa;edjalue,0
r

many values differ by one or two points, only rarely are values

different 'by more than three points. These differences are small

rel °ative to standard errors of measurement."... .
*, . /

A discussion of the difficulty/oCcompaiini results is also

presqnted. -There is no legitimate' way to say which Is "best'.
/, : .6'

The definition if "best" will be largely dependent upon the

theoretical orientation of 4e reader. Af least, with a strong*

model, such as the Rasch model, one can gather information On

whether or not the 'resultS should be used. The equipercentile

method does not lend itself to such tests.-

Conclusions and Recommendations

The following sections of this report contain some conclusions

and recommendatIonSrelative to any future equating effort that

might'be underta en. The topics discussed include technical issues

as well s design and cost considerations.

Raw Sabre Equating
ya

There are three ways to achieve comparability between the scores

on two or-more tests. The first is to construct parallel forms, a

process that is quite rigorous, resulting in isomorphic, test score

,2 sdales which by definition are equal. This procedure can only be

accomplished at the test construction level and is mentioned here

0
only to complete the context for the discussion that follows. The

other two rethods'are the ones we have been concerned with in this

0

study. They are raw'scoreLo-raw score equating and raw score-to-
t

9
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reference scale equating; we will "call them raw score equating and

reference scale equating, respectively.

.

in refetence scale equating, each, test tote. equated hag 'its
. -

score scale translated into a single reference seal! Whose units

may or may not be similar to its raw score scale. Two examples of

these are the CEEB's Scholastic Aptitude Test scale of 200 to 800 .

and our own National Reference Scale for reading (see Volume I,

Final Report) with an'effective score range.of 144 6'263 (for the

tests.included. here): In equipercentile equating the scale of

4

percentile ranks is the reference scale, linear eqiiating used a

score scale and.Rasch equating is based on the log ability scale.

,Regardless, then, of the specific meth° of equating, each procedure

hat at least an implied reference scale, and 'these reference 'scales,

have their own unique properties. For example, the percentile

, rank scale 'is a descriptitn 4 the performance of the calibrating

--, sample; and, as such, would differ from stmple'to sample. On the

other band, the Rasch ability scale does.not depend on the calibrating

.ample; its value;lare invariant with respett to calibration by

differing samples. Thus, regardless of specific method, tests to

be equated are in fact translated into a particular reference scale

whether that is the end product or not.

An additional step is taken with raw score equating. What

happens is that twa raw 'Scores are assigned to be equal when they

correspond- to the same reference scalp scol-e. Furthermore; when an

equivalent raw score on one test must be assigned an equivalent ,
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score on another test' even when the difference between reference
, -

scalescores is large, the result is what we called "assignment"

A

error". The magnitude of this error exceeds all other equating

-errors by a.significan; amount, as we Wave-illustrated in our final

report (secion 5A, particularly Table 5.1.1). This factor alone

0

argues against raw score equating and, indeed, that is our rec?Inmendation.

Vertical Equating
a

-

Another advantage of deference scale .equating is that it permits
V.

the definition of a test scale across several levels of a test battery.

A common Scale that spans several grade levels would permit the

measurement and description of growth and change. i:quitinesel'ak.

flE

levels of the test battery by means of a common reference scale As

called vertical equating and it is an important capability. Our

National Reference Scale accomplishes this for the tests used and

covers grades 4-6. We believe that the measurement of growth was

a serious omission in the original conception of the Anchor Test

0' .

design and ought 'to be included in any future equating efforts.

of the Equating_ Process

In spite of our efforts to arrive at something shat might be

called a "standard error of equating", or for that matter the efforts

of the Anchor Test Study's authors, a solution remains elusive. It
a

is seemingly a simple matter to compute "standard errors" based ou

replications or to Compute some root-mean-squared degiation from

expectation; however, to conclude from that procedure the superiority

of one method over anothdr focuses on Only the '!cobsistency" provrty

of an estimation. It is pehap in this case more important to focus

4
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onihe'property of bias to which neither we nor the Anchot -Test Study

directed ourselves/ The issueis like making claims'for test

reliability without dealing with validity.
. 4--, .

findAdditional research needs to be done to find a satisfactory c4ay ..
..

.... 4

to compare and evaluate equating methods. At the preselgt time, the

fact of the matter is that the Rasch Model procedure and the equipercentile

procedure are not st;ictly comparable. These two methods, along with

linear equating, are base& on diffrent deinitions of an equated score.

erhaps each does aigood job of oequating under its own dpfinition but
, .

- ..

7

.

it
1 is inappropriate to compare methods that attempt.to do different

things', Aible sametime, it still.z.seems to be quite a meaningful ,

y

1

question to ask "If.a person scores 43 on test A what would his
4 ,

.

score be if he had taken test B?" Thete may;ihdeed be several answers

to that question or perhaps we need torefirmulate the question before

we can getta satisfactory answer. Additional research needs toNbe

done before these answers will be clear.

Possible Designs and Requirdd Sample Sizes

The size of the sample will probably be tke single most impo'r'tant

factor in determining cost of 'any future equating study; however, 'the

particular design that might be used is intimately associated with

the sample size questioft. In the case,where it isimpkssible-to ,

administer Al tests to be equated to all examinees it would seem

that some sampling procedure like that used for the Anchor Test Study

would be most feasible. Angoff (1971) discusses several designs

for data collection and Brigman (1976) has specifically compared

1 2

.
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r
threedesighs simila to the Anshorqest Study desigp;.we will rely

on bw'work.in making..some observations -bout designs.

Britman (1976) compared .the "full' matrix" design (where tests are
.

admini'stered,iri all possible'Pairs as was done in the ATS) with two

reduced motels called a ,"chaih" design and a "vector " design. These_

tree designs are 4.11ustraeed below:.

- Figure 1. Three Designs for Equating.
y
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The situations depicted call for the equating of 4 tests. l'he

"x/x" means that a parti lar test is Oven along with its secondary

forai. In all instances the tow index test is administered first;
ti

4
and, §ince the matrices are symmetrical, it is obvious that when

ever a particular Uest pair is administered Iche designs call for 2

reptica.tions with order-of-administration baanced.,'

As. pointed out earlier Rasch Model'Equating depends entirely,

on the estimation of the "equating constant", the translation

i3 l

0
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factor whidh when added to the ability scale of one test in a test
.

pair equalizes the-origin of bothtests in that pair: The estimation

Of thiS:constant requires only an estimate of the difference in

average item diffiulty between the two tests and constitutes the

amount of adjustment necessary. Brigman.found no essential difference

between equating constants estimated from eachdesign;

The importance of this findin&is that any of these designs

could be chosen for purposes other than adequate estiination'Of the

equating constant. For example, the Chain design might be best for

the vertical equating ofcdifferent levels of a test battery since

adj<acenl lec.'ls could be administeredto the same group whereas

nonadjacent levels wou ld be inappropriate (granted of course that

we elminei cells T
1

T
4
and T T

1
from the design). On the

other ha the vector design would be appropriate for an equating
C

study ike the Anchor Test Study since one test could be administered

in combination withall others at considerable reductionin the

number of cells for which data were collected, 12 in the case of '

the Full Mavix design and 6 for the Vector deign (ignoring

diagonals in the above example).

In her study Brigman also investigaled sample size, using cell

sizes of 125, 250, and 500. Again there, was nd difference. Our own

work indicates that samples of 500 rroduces sufficient stability but

that stability did increase up tc about 1000 and then began to level

off.. Our conclusion about a required sample size is based on a per

cell sizof 500,to 1000; 500 would be inadequate, beyond 1000 would

14
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be4wasteful, and no one would believe 125.

Estimates of Cost

It is not possible to estimate dollar costs for any future

equating efforts; however, it is possible g'-idantify cost factors

that will deterMine dollar amounts. Two factors appear to us to be

important: (1) the amount of data that need to be collected and

(2) the extent to which the contractor's data processing capability

has been developed. Any project will have a core of personnel which

6

.1-1ould be relatively constant across projects; however, projects may

vary in personnel due to the two factots mentioned above. The same

is true for supplies,, materials and operations. 2We believe that

,

considerable savings might be realized by funding equating studies

in phases and we would like to deal briefly with one of these.

Equating Prerequisites

We have stressed the point many times that equating with the

Ranch Model is simple and straight forward providA there is` an

acceptable degree of model -data fit. Evaluation of model-data

fit ought to be separated-from actual equating and furthermore,
. ,

the funding should be separated. Model-data fit is the central

question whenever the'Resch Model is to be applied to existing,

tests. Studies of this sorecould.be made without collecting

additional, drita if for example publishers could be persuaded to

' let a contractor use data they already have, an arrangement which,

we have fou strccessfpl in the past. If fitstudies prove successful,

then there need be little concern for elaborate and costly sampling

plans for an equating phase.
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